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Abstract
The aim of this work is to generalize the notion of isofields by presenting the notion of M-
isorings. A method for constructing new M-isorings is presented. It is proved that an M-isoring
for which its isounit is the fixed point of its identity function is an M-ring. Two methods for
constructing new M-rings are presented.
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1. Introduction
Isotheory has been presented first in (Santilli, 1993) and (Santilli, 1996), as a new theory in
the area of mathematics and physics. For some of its applications in geometry and dynamical
systems see (Molaei, 2001) and (Molaei, 2006). Isotheory or axiom preserving theory is based
on Santilli’s isounits. In fact the system of Santilli’s isounits is a set S with a binary operation
. : S × S → S which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) There is 1 ∈ S such that I.1 = 1.I = I for all I ∈ S.
(2) For I ∈ S there is I−1 ∈ S such that I.I−1 = I−1.I = 1.
(Santilli, 1996) presented an algebraic method to change a left handed system to a right handed
428
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one via isounits. Isofields play an essential role in this algebraic method (see section 2).
In this paper we are going to present M-isorings as a generalization of the notion of isofields. We
prove that under a special condition on an isounit of an M-isoring, it can be an invariant object
under an axiom preserving map or an isotopy (see Theorem 2.3). We also present methods for
constructing M-rings and M-isorings (M-rings) which are invariant under special isotopies (see
Theorem 2.4, Theorem 2.5, and Theorem 2.6).
2. Isotopic form of M-rings
We begin this section by definition of generalized isounits. A generalized isounit is a member
of a nonempty set Ω with a binary operation
∗ : Ω ×Ω → Ω,
with the following conditions:
(1) If I ∈ Ω, then there exists a unique 1(I) ∈ Ω such that I ∗ 1(I) = 1(I) ∗ I = I ;
(2) For given I ∈ Ω there exists I−1 ∈ Ω such that I ∗ I−1 = I−1 ∗ I = 1(I).
Let (E, +,×) be a ring, and let I ∈ Ω be given. Then E(I) = {e×I : e ∈ E} with the addition
+̂ : E(I)× E(I) → E(I),
(e1 × I, e2 × I) 7→ (e1 + e2) × I,
and the multiplication
×̂ : E(I) × E(I) → E(I),
(e1 × I, e2 × I) 7→ (e1 × e2) × I,
is a ring. Two arbitrary elements e1 × I, and e2 × I in E(I) are called equal if e1 = e2.
Since the mapping
ϕ : E → E(I)
e 7→ e × I
is a ring isomorphism, then mathematically and physically E and E(I) are the same. But the
difference will appear if E is a ring with the identity 1. In this case the identity of E(I) is
1×I , and physically it may present a different perspective. For example if E is the real numbers
ring R, and Ω is the set of rational numbers, then R(−2) has different direction with R. So
by an algebraic isomorphism we deduce two different geometrical perspectives, and this is one
of the main points of isotheory. For details see (Santilli, 1993) and (Santilli, 2003). If fact we
can change an Euclidean right-handed system to an Euclidean left-handed system only with an
algebraic isomorphism. For example R(1) × R(1) is right-handed system and R(−1) × R(1)
is a left-handed system. So with axiom preserving maps we can deduce two different physical
structures. Axiom preserving maps are those maps which preserve the axioms of a mathematical
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theory which we use for describing a physical fact. For example in group theory axiom preserving
maps are group isomorphisms and in ring theory they are ring isomorphisms.
When E is a field, then E(I) is called an isofield. This structure and its application in unified
theory has been considered in (Santilli, 1993) and (Santilli, 1996).
M-ring is one of the extensions of ring which was presented in (Molaei, 2002). Now we would
like to make use of this algebraic structure to present the notion of M-isorings.
An M-ring with an identity is a mathematical structure which its additive identity element is a
mapping. When this mapping is a constant mapping then an M-ring will be a ring, but it is not
a ring when its additive identity mapping is not a constant map. More precisely an M-ring with
an identity is a nonempty set G with two different operations:
(x, y) 7→ x + y and (x, y) 7→ xy
admitting the following axioms:
(1) x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z, where x, y, z ∈ G;
(2) For all x ∈ G there exists a unique e(x) ∈ G such that x + e(x) = e(x) + x = x;
(3) For all x ∈ G there exists −x ∈ G such that x + (−x) = (−x) + x = e(x);
(4) x(yz) = (xy)z, where x, y, z ∈ G;
(5) For all x, y, z ∈ G, x(y + z) = xy + xz and (x + y)z = xz + yz;
(6) There is 1 ∈ G such that x1 = 1x = x for all x ∈ G;
(7) e(xy) = e(x)e(y) and e(x + y) = e(x) + e(y) for all x, y ∈ G.
Axioms (1), (2) and (3) mean that (G, +) is a completely simple semigroup. This structure has
been considered and applied in (Ebrahimi, 2012), (Farhangdoost and Molaei, 2009), (Farhang-
doost and Nasirzade, 2013), (Ghane and Hamed, 2010), (Molaei, 2005), and (Molaei, 2009). If
we remove axioms (6), and (7), then G is called a generalized ring.
Theorem 2.1. If G is an M-ring with identity, then e(x) is a fixed point of the mapping e( ),
and e(x)x = xe(x) = (e(x))2, for all x ∈ G.
Proof. Let x ∈ G be given. Then e(x)x = (e(x)+e(x))x = e(x)x+e(x)x. So e(e(x)x) = e(x)x.
Hence e(e(x))e(x) = e(x)x. Since e(x) + e(x) = e(x), then e(e(x)) = e(x). Thus e(x)e(x) =
e(x)x. The similar calculations imply e(x)e(x) = xe(x). 2
Example 2.1. R2 with the operations:
(a1, b1) + (a2, b2) := (a1, b2) and (a1, b1)(a2, b2) := (a1a2, b1b2)
is an M-ring with the identity (1, 1).
Theorem 2.2. Let G be an M-ring with identity and let x + y = y + x for all x, y ∈ G. Then G
is a ring with identity.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ G be given. Then e(x) + x + y = x + y = y + x = y + x + e(x). So
e(x + y) = e(x). Similarly e(x + y) = e(y). Thus e(x) = e(y) for all x, y ∈ G. So G is a
commutative group. Thus G is a ring with identity. 2
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Now let us to define an M-isoring. For this purpose we assume that (G, +, .) is an M-ring with
identity, and Ω is a set of generalized isounits. If I ∈ Ω, then the set G(I) = {x.I : x ∈ G}
with the operations:
+̂ : (x.I, y.I) 7→ (x + y).I,
and
.̂ : (x.I, y.I) 7→ (x.y).I,
is called an M-isoring.
Two arbitrary elements x.I, and y.I of G(I) are called equal if x = y.
Theorem 2.3. If G(I) is an M-isoring, and I ∈ G is a fixed point of the mapping e(.), then
(G(I), +̂, .̂) is an M-ring with the identity 1.I .
Proof. We only prove the axiom (7) of M-ring axioms. If x.I, y.I ∈ G(I), then
e((x.I )̂.(y.I)) = e((x.y).I) = e(x.y).e(I) =
(e(x).e(y)).I = (e(x).I )̂.(e(y).I)
and
e((x.I)+̂(y.I)) = e((x + y).I) = e(x + y).e(I)
= (e(x) + e(y)).I = (e(x).I)+̂(e(y).I).
Theorem 2.4. Let (G, +, .) be a ring and let
f : G → G be a ring homomorphism, such that f2 = f . Then G(I) with the operations:
a.I⊕̂b.I := (a + f(b)).I and a.I̂b.I = (f(a).f(b)).I
is an M-ring.
Proof. We first prove that G with the operations a ⊕ b = a + f(b) and a  b = f(a).f(b)
is an M-ring.
Let x, y, z ∈ G be given. Then
(x ⊕ y) ⊕ z = (x + f(y)) + f(z) = x + (f(y) + f(z))
= x + (f(y) + f2(z)) = x + f(y + f(z))
= x ⊕ (y + f(z)) = x⊕ (y ⊕ z)
So ⊕ is an associative operation.
Let x ∈ G be given, and let −x be its inverse in G. Then
x ⊕ (x + f(−x)) = x + f(x + f(−x)) = x + (f(x) + f2(−x))
= x + (f(x) + f(−x)) = x + f(e) = x, and
(x + f(−x)) ⊕ x = (x + f(−x)) + f(x)
= x + f(e) = x + e = x
4
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Moreover if y ⊕ x = x ⊕ y = x, then x + f(y) = y + f(x) = x. So y = x + f(−x). Thus
e(x) = x + f(−x).
If x ∈ G, then
x ⊕ (x + f(−2x)) = x + f(x + f(−2x)) = x + f(−x) = (x + f(−2x)) ⊕ x.
So x + f(−2x) is the inverse of x in (G,⊕).
If x, y, z ∈ G, then
a) (x  y) z = f(x.y) z = f(x.y).f(z) = f((x.y).z)
= f(x.(y.z)) = f(x).f(y.z) = x f(y.z)
= x  (y  z)
b) x  (y ⊕ z) = f(x).f(y + f(z)) = f(x).(f(y) + f(z))
= f(x).f(y) + f(x).f(z) = x  y + f2(x).f2(z)
= x  y + f(x  z) = (x  y) ⊕ (x  z)
and
(y ⊕ z)  x = f(y + f(z)).f(x) = (f(y) + f(z)).f(x)
= f(y).f(x) + f(z).f(x) = (y  x) + f(z  x)
= (y  x) ⊕ (z  x) .
Moreover
e(x ⊕ y) = e(x + f(y)) = (x + f(y)) + f(−(x + f(y)))
= x + f(y) + f(−x− f(y)) = x + f(y)− f(x) − f2(y)
= x − f(x) + f(y) − f2(y)
= (x − f(x)) ⊕ (y + f(−y)) = e(x)⊕ e(y),
and
e(x y) = e(f(x).f(y)) = e(f(x)).e(f(y))
= f(e(x)).f(e(y)) = e(x) e(y).
The straightforward calculations imply ê(x.I) = e(x).I and the inverse of x.I is x−1.I . Moreover
ê is a homomorphism. So (G(I), ⊕̂, ̂) is an M-ring. 2
Theorem 2.5. Let (H, +, .) be a ring with an identity and let
f : H → H be a ring homomorphism, such that f2 = f . Moreover let G = f(H). Then G(I)
with the operations:
a.I⊕̂b.I := (a + f(b)).I and a.I̂b.I = (f(a).f(b)).I
is an M-isoring with the identity 1.I .
Proof. Theorem 2.4. implies G is an M-ring. If a ∈ G, then a = f(h) for some h ∈ H. We have
f(a) = f(f(h)) = f(h) = a. So f is the identity function on G. Thus a.I̂1.I = (f(a).f(1)).I =
a.I. 2
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Theorem 2.6. Let G be a ring with the identity 1, and let
f : G → G be a ring homomorphism such that f(1) = 1. Moreover let K = {g ∈ G : f2(g) =
f(g)}. Then K(I) with the operations
a.I⊕̂b.I := (a + f(b)).I and a.I̂b.I = (f(a).f(b)).I
is an M-ring and f(K)(I) with the above operation is an M-isoring with the identity 1.I .
Proof. We prove that K is a subring of G with the identity 1. Let r, s ∈ K. Then f2(r +
s) = f(f(r) + f(s)) = f2(r) + f2(s) = f(r) + f(s) = f(r + s). So r + s ∈ K. Moreover
f2(r.s) = f(f(r).f(s)) = f2(r).f2(s) = f(r).f(s) = f(r.s). Thus r.s ∈ K. So K is a subring
of G. The condition f(1) = 1 implies 1 ∈ K. Thus K is a subring of G with the identity 1.
If r ∈ K, then f2(f(r)) = f(f2(r)) = f(f(r)). Thus f(r) ∈ K. So f : K → K is a ring
homomorphism. As the same as the proof of Theorem 2.4 we can show that K(I) is an M-ring.
Moreover Theorem 2.5 implies f(K)(I) is an M-isoring with the identity 1.I . 2
Example 2.2. The mapping f : Z5 → Z5 defined by f(x) = x
5 is a ring homomorphism and
f(1) = 1. With the notations of Theorem 2.6, K = {0, 1, 4}. So (K(4), ⊕̂, ̂) is an M-isoring,
and it is also an M-ring with the identity 1.4.
3. Conclusion
We considered the notion of M-isoring as an extension of the notion of isofields. We proved that
an M-isoring is also a ring if its generalized isounit is a fixed point of its identity function. We
also presented a method for constructing new M-rings and M-isoring. Consideration of M-isoring
from topological point of view can be a topic for further research.
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